
 

Microsoft Baseline Configuration Analyzer 2.0

With this in mind lets take a look at the check so you understand more about what is being
compared. This is the MSFT configuration check in SP1. The "System Settings" are the settings that
can be set in the local or system settings. The "Features" are the features that can be checked or
disabled in the local or system settings. The "Administrators Groups" are the admin groups that

users can be added to. The "Domain Administrators Group" is the one that I keep adding to that I
want to add to everything. The "Service Accounts" are the services accounts that can be run on a
system. The "Operating Systems" is what operating system is installed. Here is where SP1 is really
different. The final "Roles" section only lists "Operating Systems" or "Accounts" that you can select.
The check only shows values for the local "Windows Features" feature, which allows you to check

the "Microsoft.SPSSPService" feature. The service is not configured or running on any system in the
Administrators group, but the computer is running Windows Server 2012, for which the

"Microsoft.SPSSPService" is installed. SP1 only checks the system settings and it doesnt check any
domain settings, which makes sense when you think about it because SP1 isnt designed to run in a
domain. With the MSFT baseline check installed you can run the check on servers from 2012 R2 or
2012 R2 to see what SP1 will do. Running the script against my SP1 instance, the check only offers

the option to check the value for "Microsoft.SPSSPService" feature, which is not configured and
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thats the only thing that doesnt work. This is where I would run into some problems with this check.
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Microsoft Baseline Configuration Analyzer 2.0

microsoft baseline configuration analyzer 2.0 detects and analyzes changes made to configuration
settings on client computers. it also provides information about where these settings come from,
and what they mean for an enterprise. this information is used to help improve the performance

and reliability of your systems. when the system center 2012 sp1 configuration analyzer reports an
error or warning, you can use this information to: identify the source of the problem. plan corrective

actions. microsoft baseline configuration analyzer 2.0 detects and analyzes changes made to
configuration settings on client computers. it also provides information about where these settings
come from, and what they mean for an enterprise. i run the script microsoft sql server 2008 r2 best
practices analyzer setup on the remote sql server and it downloads the latest analyzer binary for sql

server bpa. the next step is to run the analyzer. i did run the analyzer with powershell remoting
enabled and the account i was logged into was a member of the administrators group. the analyzer

downloaded and installed successfully and i was able to see the server was in good shape. the
analyzer reported the server as being healthy and ready to be pushed out to all of the applications
on the server. it also reported the correct version of sql server installed and the status of all the sql

server service packs installed. as the analyzer is done it presents you with two links and a
configuration file that is used by the analyzer to create the reports and configures the sql server to
report on to the clients. i would recommend keeping a copy of the configuration file and the report.

this file and report can be used to recreate the report or as a starting point for troubleshooting
problems. 5ec8ef588b
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